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1INTRODUCTION
Mariculture is known as the oldest applied
sCiencel· Most of the historical records are
lost in antiquity, however, some show that oysters
were cultivated by the Japanese as early as 2000BC
and the ROlnans about 100 Be. Although marine
farming in both fresh and bra ckish waters is old,
the technology utilized h a s not changed over the
c e n t u r Le s ,
The striking gap between the extent and tech-
niques of aquaculture and modern technology exists
in many developing countries in the temperate and
subtropic c Li m a t e s , Although these developed
countries possess scientific knowledge and the
latest e q u i p rn e n t to cut production costs and increase
efficiency, few fish and shellfish f a r rn s exist in
these developed countries. IIIn part, develop-
rn e n t has been retarded by a c l a c k of biological
knowledge and because other cheap and abundant
sources of fish and land-grown food have been avail-
u. b l e to feed the growing h u rn a n populations. Sinc e
the harvests f r o m the sea are unable to keep pace
with h u m a n d e rn a n d s , a favorable a t rno s p h e r e has
been created for a q u a c u Lt u r e , II (Iversen, 1968)
The extent of mariculture is to be noted
with over 3 million metric tons estimated to be
the total world production of finfish. (Anonymous,April
1970) 1£ the production and potential of shellfish
culture, particularly culture of mollusks is also
included, the figures would be much higher. It
is estimated that the total world production of
cultivated shellfish to be approximately one
million metric tons in 1970. (Anonyrnous,April 1970)
Spec u 1at ion son the g row tho f mar i c u I t u r e -w 0 r Ld
2
wide vary from author to author. The Indicative
World Plan for Agricultural Development indicates
an expansion factor of 5 by the year 1985. Thi s
fig u reo f 20m i 11 ion rn e t ric ton sis h i g h qua 1 i t Y
fish and shellfish for human consumption and is
approxim ately one-third of the present world
catch of fishery products, of which approximately
30 per cent is reduced to fish meal for animal
feeding and other purposes. Dr. Bardach (1968) ,
in his survey on the status and potential of aqua-
culture, estimates that by the year 2000 , d. ten
fold increase will occur.
3POlTIpano m a r I c u l t u r e is not an a t t e m p t to
bridge the protein gap, but it has been initiated
to provide a constant source of this highly de-
sired m a r i n e fish. The current rn a r k e t for POlTIP-
ano is s m a l l , however, this has been attributed
b a s l c a Ll y to its supply.
Trachino~ 1.1S goodei, the longfin pornpano , it
ranges f r orn Mas sachusetts to A rgentina and
occur s at Berrnuds , It grows to a total length
of at least 13 inches.
Trachinotus lTIarginQ.tus, the pornpa no of
Argentina and Brazil.
Trachinotus cayennensis, the pompano
zapatero of Venezuela to Brazil.
Trachinotus falcatus, the great pOlTIpano, or
Atlantic pe rrnit, or the ..:round porripano,
This species ranges f r orn Massachusetts to
Brazil, and grows to a weight of about 50 Ib s
and a total length of about 3 feet.
Trachinotus carolinus, the pompano, also
called the COlTI1UOn pompano; or Atlantic
porripano , s ornetirrre s called the sunfish.
This rno st cornrnon and desired species
ranges f'r orn Ma s sachu se tt s to Brazil. The
lTIaxilTIUlTI total length and weight are un-
certain, because srrial.l.er Atlantic pe rrnit
have been confused with this specie s,
(Berry and Iversen, 1967)
3.
5.
2.
"Seve r a l species of fishes in various parts of the w o r Id
have the cornrnon narne pornpano , We restrict this narrie
to species of the genus Trachinotus of the family Cara-
ngidae, Five species live i.n rria r i ne waters of the east-
ern coasts of the Arne r i ca s and in the West Indies, but
only three of thern occur along the coast of the United
States:
1.
Of these five, only the COlTIlTIon pOlTIpano,
T. car 0 1in us and the At 1ant i c per lTIit, T. fa lea t us,
4It
po sition since it
that T. carolinus
on light tackle . It must be noted that the terms
pO lnpa~ach i n o t u s carolinus will be
prefer it due to its fighting
has an excellent f La v o r and
have any t y P e 0 f pot e n t i a 1 f 0
appears from the literat L
~
has the m 0 s t d 0 min ant mar k e t
s y non y m 0 u s t h r 0 u g 1:. 0 u t t his pap e r •
HISTORY OF POMPANO MARICULTURE IN FLORIDA
At least two known attempts have b e e n..
made to raise pompano in Florida. These efforts
are described by Berry and Iversen (1967):
Attempts at raising pompano fry in 1/2 acre ponds
near St. Augustine were started between 1957 and 1962.
Small pompano fry caught with seines on the open beach
were placed in the ponds. In three of the early years
(1957,1959, and 1960) the young pompano were carried
through the fall, but were killed by low temperatures.
In 195 2, all young pompano in a 1/8 acre pond were .
killed after a dam between the small pond and an ad-
joining larger pond contai.aing an artesian well broke
and flooded the smaller pond with fresh water. An-
other trial in this area failed when a dike separating
a small pond from the Indian River breached and all
the stock escaped.
In June 1960, the 1/8 acre pond near St. Augustine
was stocked with about 2,500 pompano (all T. carolinus)
about 3/4 to 1 inch long. They were fed six times daily,
and grew to a length of about 7 -8 inches in May 1961.
Then a sudden, cornpl.e te mortality occurred, which
was attributed to oxygen depletion. P. pipe allowing
water exchange on high tide had become clogged by in-
vertebrates(tunicates). The kill took place on a hot
day with a small tidal fluctuatton, This pond was re-
stocked in June 1961 with an estimated 1,500 pompano
about one inch long. In September 1962, about 700 of
these fish, weighing about 1.1 pounds each, were
marketed at $1. 25 per pound. The fish were reported
to be choice, plump, and in good condition. Attempts
to raise pompano in this pond were terminated in 1962,
after the pond had been restocked and another die -off
had occurred.
A pond was constructed in 1963 at Matansas, a
short distance south of St. Augustine, and stocked
with pompano fry in the spring of 1964; a hurricane
in September 1964 broke t Iie dike a nd all fish were
lost. In 1965 two ponds, li8 acre and 3 acres in area,
were constructed at Matansas, and were stocked with
fry in June and August, 1965. Two extensive mortal-
ities occurred in the larger pond, but the fish in the
the smaller pond lasted through the winter and were put
into the larger pond in 1966. The larger pond was also
restocked with fry in May 1966. Several thousand
pompano in this pond are now reported to be at or
near a marketable size. (T his was a nat t em p t
by Minorcan Seafood and references will
be made concerning their efforts
throughout this paper~)
Res u 1 t s of experimental pompano raising at
Marineland near St. Augustine were reported by
Fielding (1966). Ponds were stocked with snraIl
pom;>ano (weighing about 1/70 to 1/3 ounce) at rates of
3,200 to 12,200 fish per acre. The experiments were
te rrninated between 65 and 133 days later with production
ranging from about 1,500 to 2,400 pounds per acre.
The fish ave r a ged about 10 inches total length and
0.6 pound.
After reading Berry and Iversen's paper
and some of Finucane's papers, I concluded
that the pompano had more potential in becoming
a profitable venture than any other marine
5
species. It appears from the published history
of attempts to raise pompano, by Berry and
Iversen, that one of the major problems in
f 1 . 1(r1 •a success u o p e r a t i o n was ' proper c o n s t r u c t i o n ,
Pompano command a good market price,
grow rapidly, eat many types of food, and can
tolerate gradual changes in salinity, temperature,
oxygen, turbidity, and pH.
The wholesale price of pompano has been
quoted from $0.90 (Huguenin, 1972) to $1. 40(Webber,
6
1972) to $ 2. 50 (G u t h r i e , 1972) • Pompano is a
highly desired commercial marine fish; its
flavor has been reported as excellent(Berry, .1967)i
and it d res s e sap pro x i m ate 1 y 7 5 - 80% e d i b i e mea t
(Tatum, 1972~. Its commercial catch is not very
large -approximately 1.0 million pounds a year
(Webber,1972), yet it has an extremely high de-
mand-high enough to place the retail price, at
certain times of the year, at a phenomenal
$6.25 per pound (Guthrie, 1972). The potential
market of pompano is unknown, however, the
S tat e 0 f Flo rid a' s D epa r t men t 0 f Nat u r a 1 R e -
sources personnel are confident that when _ a
stable source of pompano is available, a min-
imum amount of advertising will maintan a
stable price. (Hoff, 1972) . A large pompano-
7
rearing enterprise can utilize existing seafo od
markets, however, one company near Pompano
Beach is attempting to raise pompano, process
the meat, and either utilize the product at its
own restaurant, or ship to a number of rest-
aurants throughout the country where its meat
is considered a delicacy. Top prices can only
be obtained by careful development of a sound
m arketing program.
The growth rate of pompano has been estimated
to be between 1/2 to 11/4 inch per month (Berry
and Iversen, 1967). Fish in captivity have been
raised from one inch to over ten inches with a
weight of approximately one pound in 11 month /so
I
However, growth rate is influenced by a phenomen-
al n u rn b z- r of factors, therefore this figure has a
large range. Growth rate can be affected by
stocking rates, i.: t y p e and quantity of f o o d , method
of feeding, temperature of the water, salinity of
the water, oxygen content of water, water quality,
pH of water, and many other conditions that place
a stress on the organism (Allen and Avault,1970).
The pompano has been reported to eat
Trout ChowR(Finucane, 1969), ground fish
(Moe,1968), frozen fish and s o y b e a n meal
(Tatum,197.1), and chicken feed (Berry and
Iversen,1967) in captivity, however, their
8
diet is extremely varied in -n a t u r e . The
pompano's diet will be discussed in more
detail later in this paper.
In 1967, Minorcan Seafood conducted a
series of experiments on the pompano to
determine their ability to resist changes in:
salinity, t e rn p e r a t u r e , dis solved oxygen,
t u r b i d i t y , and pH. Althuugh some of the
experiments were poorly conducted due to
lack of funds and most were statistically in-
valid, they still determined that pompano:
1. can resist changes in salinity unless
an immediate change to fresh water
is attempted;
2. are very sensitive to temperature
changes-feeding stops at approximately
55 0F, ideal growth rates occur in a
temperature range from 75-80 0F, and
a critical high temperature occurs at
approximately lOOoF;
3 .. are adversly affected when the dissolved
oxygen content drops below 3 ppm;
/
4. are not affected by turbity unless
aeration of water is drastically
affected.
5. are affected by drastic changes in
pH, however, if one utilizes seawater
with its phenomenal buffer system, a
natural occurring change in pH will
not be fatal. (Moe, 1968)
Despite the list of problems confronting
successful pompano mariculture presented in
the series of papers by Finucane and Berry and
Iversen, it still appeared that a sound c o rn rn e r >
cial venture in this area would be adventageous
9
t 0 any e n t rep r e n e u r due to its po toe n t i a 1. The
rn 0 r ere sea r c h con d u c ted in po rn pan 0 mar i c u hure
with are ali z a t ion 0 f the ret ail p ric e 0 f the pro-
duct, the more optimistic I became and the more
I discounted the obvious problems confronting
such an investment. Since most of the papers
were prepared by the Florida Department of
Natural Resources after the initial work by
J 0 h n Fin u can e 0 f the D ,~ par t men t 0 f the In t e rio r ,
they w e z e extremely optimistic about the success
of pompano rn a r I c u Lt u r e , The papers and person al
communications (Hoff, 1972) indicated that many
of the major problems-predation; ideal comrner-
cial feed; location and type of installation to be
use d; dis e a s e s; and art i f i cia 1 spa w n i n g and La r v a e
rearing were currently being studied not only by
the staff of the Florida Board of Conservation
Laboratory in St. Petersburg, but also by
scientists at the University of Florida, MiaIni
University, Battelle Research Foundation.; and
the AlabaIna DepartInent of Conservation.
In an a t t e rn p t to ascertain the state of the
art in these p r o b l e m s confronting successful
mar i c u I t u reo f p 0 In pan 0 , Ire que s ted per m i s sion
to visit the State Laboratory at St. Petersburg,
to observe the type and approach of their re-
search. The marine biologist asked me to call
a number of other scientists doing research on
the p om pan 0 t 0 d e t e r min e w h i c h lab 0 rat 0 r y w 0 u 1 d
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be the rn o s t beneficial to visit. It seemed that
they all 'played down' their role in p o rn p a n o re-
search and repeatedly referred me to the St.
Petersburg laboratory. (Batelle would not a d rn i t
doing research work on the p o rn p a n o v }
When I explained the result of Iny phone
calls to the rn a r Ln e biologist at the St. Petersburg
Laboratory, I received a verbal acceptance to
visit their laboratory and a formal letter confirm-
ing this acceptance would be immediately mailed
to me after the routine approval required from
11
the assistant director. After the formal letter
didn't arrive In two weeks, I again called the
St. Petersburg Laboratory to find that I was
denied permission to visit a state laboratory.
The assistant director refused to approve my
visit since a considerable amount of their
work was unpublished and they w o u l d Lp r e f e r
not to allow visitors to have access to this
material prior to publication'. ( I later found
out that this 'data' was presented at the World
Mariculture Society's Meeting held in St.
Petersburg in February 1972 -Note: M y request
was to visit the laboratory the last week in
March)
This rejection resulted in a more critical
rev iew of the literature since I felt that the
view taken by the management regarding the in-
terpretation of the data was " . . .to o p t t m t s t t c ;
Especially the problems under investigation which
are extremely critical to the success of pompano
mariculture '-namely: Predation;
Diseases;
Artificial Diet;
Recruitment of Stock;
Management Systems.
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PREDATION
Although many attempts have been u n d e r t a k e n
to study the pompano in both its natural environ-
ment, Fields (1962) and Springer (1960); and in
cap t i v it y, Moe (1968), Fin u can e (1968 ), and Be r r y (1969);
j- o.~ .
the r e ....A-a"V"e h e e n nos p e c i f i c res e d. r c h con d u c ted t 0
determine specific predators of the pompano during
all stages of its life cycle, although this factor is
considered a serious problem in rn a r Lc u Lt u r e ,
After the disappointing harvest by Minorcan
Seafood in St. Augustine, Florida in September 1967,
(Moe,1968) an attempt was made to correlate the
small yield (1/16 of the expected) with five
speculations for the reason for the small yield.
One of these considerations was predation.
Their assessment of the predation problem
wa s:
It is impossible to accurately assess the
effects of predation upon the pompano popu-
lation but undoubtly some predation did occur
since the pond supported a good number of
piscatorial predators. The greatest predation
probably occurred when the juvenile pompano
of 1966 were introduced, as the pond contained
year old fish of many fish of many species at
that time. We feel th ... t predation may have
accounted for some loss of f i s h but that it
13
could not be solely responsible for the
apparent 16 fold decrease in the quantity
of pOITlpano. II(Moe, 1968)
Their conclusions with regard to predation
are not rational since they harvested a p p r o x i m a t e l y
7,100 pounds of fish other than the pOITlpano in
c o m p a r Ls o n to a total harvest of less than 5,850
pounds of pOITlpano. Their conclusion is irrational
for the following reasons:
1. The type and a rn o u n t of known c a r n i v o z s
and c o rn p e t i t o r e present in the pond.
2. The results ot previous e x p e ri m e n t s con-
due ted by Min 0 rca n Seafood on. pr e d .:.. Ii 0 :1
in April and August of 1967.
Table 1 will give en indication of the type
and qua n tit y 0 f f ish 0 the r t han the p 0 r;l pan 0 t a ken
f r o rn the m a i n pond.
Predatory e x p e r' i rn e n t s conducted in April of
1967, by biologists of Minorcan Seafood in which
*suspected predators of pOITlpano, which were taken
out of the pond in which p o rn p a n o were being raised,
were separated and placed in 20 gallon tanks and
two juvenile pOITlpano were introduced into these
tanks after the fasted suspected predators had
occupied the tanks for 36 hours. The results in-
dicated that in less than an h o u r v rn i n u t e s in ITlany
'~preddtors selected were: LeiostoITlUS xanthurus; Cynoscion regalis;
Centropristis striatus; Lagodon r-hornboIde st __L'- and Fundulus sp.
TABLE 1. FISHES OTHiER THAN COMMON POMPANO TAKEN
FROM THE MAIN POND FROM 1 FEBRUARY 1967
TO 9, SEPTEMBER 1967
14
Common Name Scientific Name Relative
Abundance
Atlantic menhaden
Yellowfin shad
Lizard fish
Killifish
Black sea bass
Gray grouper
Gray snapper
Palometa
Jack crevalle
Mojarra
Spotted s eat r out
Weakfish
Spot
Whiting
Croaker
Black Drum
Red Drum
Sheepshead
Pinfish
Barracuda
Black mullet
Silver mullet
Flounder
Filefish
Brevoortia tyrannus High
Brevoortia smithi High
Synodus spa Moderate
Fundulus Spa High
Centropriste s striatus Moderate
Myceteroperca microlepis Low
Lutjanus griseus High
Trachinotus goodei Moderate
Caranx hippo s Low
Eucino stomus argenteus High
Cynoscion nebulosus Moderate
Cynoscion regalis High
Leiosto~~_~ _xanthurus ::-rigll
Menticirrhus sp. Low
Micropogon undulatus High
Pogonias cromis Moderate
Sciaenops ocellata Low
Archosargus probatocephalus Low
Lagodon rhomboides High
Sphyraena barracuda Low
MugU cephalus High
Mugil curema High
Paralichthys Spa Low
Balistidae Low
High abundance indicates 100 or more individuals; moderate
abundance indicates 25 or more individuals; low abundance indicates
less than 25 individuals.
(Moe, 1968)
cases, all the pompano were killed and most of
15
them were eaten by the end of the day. Similar
res u 1 t s we reo b s e r v e d aft e r the in tl;.r 0 due t ion 0 f
two additional pompano juveniles four hours later.
The second experiment on predation was con-
ducted by the same group of biologists during the
first week of August 1967, in which 500 juvenile
pompano were introduced into the overflow pond
of the exhibition tanks at Marineland. These ponds
contained an unknow number of pinfish, gray
snapper, blue sea bass, and black mullett as well
as many other species of fish. The pompano
" w e r e attacked immediately and before long there
was no evidence of them. II (Moe, 1968)
Despite the underestimation of the predators
on pompano by Minorcan Seafood biologists, this
f act 0 r was not u n d ere s tim ate d b Y Fin u can e (I 9 6 9a..)
and Ta turn (1972) when they initiated work on the
pompano. Finucane us ed cage s 12.2 x 12.2 x 3.0 meters
with a 6mm mesh screen and Antimycin A treated
water to prevent predation. Td.tum used baskets
with 12.2mm mesh s c r e e n to minimize predation.
Although the use of cage culture is not specific
for prevention of predation, it has been found
successful in elimination of predator~problems.
In order to eliminate predators, Finucane
(l96<;h) added approximately 12 ppb of Antimycin A,
an antimetabolite, to an area of Fort DeSoto Park
16
which is near the mouth of Tampa Bay. The area
selected was a 2.3 hecta-acre (5.7 acre) impound-
ment surrounded on all three sides by land and on
the fourth side by a fence supported by pilings.
Although the treatment was successful in killing
a large percentage of the p o rn p a n o t s predators,
a number of problems would be encountered i f
the continuous use of Antimycin A was attempted:
1. Problem of placing a food fish, raised
in Antimycin A treated water, on the
market. A considerable study would be
prerequisite prior to marketing by the
FDA on: half-life of drug in the fish;
toxicological effects on the fish; drug
residues in fish; acute and chronic
studies on mammals that are fed fish
raised in waters containing Antimycin A.
2. Stability of drug in the water. (Effective
half-life) (Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act, As Amended-l970)
3. Capability to do reproducable dosage
c a Lc u l a t i o n s since many variations are
present due to the tidal flushing; uneven
1: o t t o m , and dilution due to rainfall and
runoffs from the surrounding area.
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4. Ca.pacity to cause chronic toxicity in
the pompano. Since the drug is adsorb-
ed to gravel and then applied by throw-
ing this material into the water in a
pseudo-set pattern, it is possible that
the pompano would accumulate a toxic
dose by continuous bottom feeding.
5. Use of a fine mesh screen to prevent the
reintroduction of predators hinders the
tidal exchange, thus toxic wastes and the
inability to continually exchange the water
w 0 u 1 d s e rio us 1yin flu en c e the w ate r c.:.uality
of the sheltered bay.
6. Inability of Antimycin A to kill all pred-
ators.
The introduction of cage culture, a Lt h o u g h
one of its major advantages was to reduce the labor
cos tin h a r v est i n g f ish, can b e use dadvan tag e ou sly
in controlling predation. This concept has solved
one of the problems in pompano mariculture •. .
(Swingle,197l)
18
DIS-EASE :
The pompano, like many other marine organ-
isms, is more susceptible to diseases in culture
due to: overcrowding in ponds, pools or baskets;
food; tremendous stress placed upon them by in-
poundment; introduction of diseases by other fish;
and bruises developed in attempts to escape the
confined area.
The diseases of fish can be classified as in-
fectious or non-infectious. The infectious diseases
are those caused by pathogenic bacteria, viruses,
or parasitic protozoan and rn e t a z o a , The no n - in-
fectious diseases are those which are caused by
neoplasms, nutritional disorders, or adverse en-
vironmental conditions such as pollution. (Klontz, 1970)
11Linton(1905) listed the following organisms to
be parasitic on T. carolinus:
Pr 0 t 0 z 0 a: M y x 0 b 0 1 i s {H e nne guy a )sP» ; Nema t 0 des :
1mmat u r e n e mat 0 des (A s car is) usus 11 yen c y s ted
in viscera. Cestoda: Rhynchobothrium sp.
(encysted)in me sen tar y and 0 n vis c era; S col ex
polymorphus Rudolphr, Trematoda: Aspidogaster ringens
Linton; Distomum valde -inflatum Stos sich; Distomun vitell -
osum Linton; Distoxnum sp.; and Monostomum s p,
The s 0 f t fin s 0 f sma 11 s p e c i men s of T r a c h -
inot u ssp p • are 0 f ten d e for m e d 0 rat r 0 phi e d b y
19
cysts that adhere to the rays. Mild infestations
seem to cause little damage, but concentrated
infestations destroy parts of the rays and other
parts of the fins. I' (Fields, 1962)
Fungal and bacterial infections have been
rep 0 r ted b y F'i n u can e ( 1 9 6 9c) i n p 0 m pan 0, due t 0
c row d e d con d i t ion sandun eat e n f 0 0 d, inc u 1 t u r e •
He stated that ••• lithe lateral line, especially
posterior to the head, seemed to be the initial
site for bacterial infestations. The body of the
fish became covered with small lesions as the
disease progressed and a secondary fungal in-
festation usually followed with a result of
frayed fins. 11
Fungal and bacterial infestations were not
considered by T abb (1969) in their research on
the pompano. They were mainly concerned with
the parasitic organisms due to their relatively
simple life c yc Le , A monogenetic trematode has
been known to cause substantial damage to the
gills. Their research has also found a Myxosporida,
20
pro b a b 1 Y Henneguya ocellata, in the gut 0 f the po m pan 0,
and two s p e c i e s 0 f Microsporida capable of causing e pi -
demics in pompano farms, in the mesentary of the
pompano.
The Whirling Disease, Myoxema cerebalis,
ha s be en rep 0 r ted in the p 0 m p do no. (B row n , 1 9 7 0 )
Little is known about this d L s e a s e , which is not
approaching epidemic stages yet, except that it
has been isolated in the brain of one diseased
pompano. Attempts to classify the b a c t e r I.a by
marine pathologists have been futile due to lack
of diseased organisms. Symptoms of this disease
are manifested by constant circling in a counter
clockwise direction by the infected animal.
It is interesting to n o t e that the Whirling
Disease has been reported in Bulgaria, Czech-
oslovakia, Denmark, France, German, Italy,
Korea, Poland, Sweden, U. S. S. R., Venezuela
and Yugoslavia. (Anonymous, 1969)
Note: In an attempt to determine whether the
causative agent of Whirling Disease was ident-
21
i f i e d , I called Frank Hoff, a :marine biologist at
the St. Pet e r s bur g 0 f f ice 0 f the Flo rid aBo a r d of
Cons e r v a t i o n , His i:m:mediate response was one
of a:maze:ment and he asked what I knew about the
whirling disease. When I :mentioned the paper
presented by Dr. Richard J. Brown, at the 1st
Annual Workshop of the World Mariculture Society,
he re:marked that he was unfa:miliar with this re-
port and would have to review it. However, he
stated that he was visiting one of the po:mpano
far:ms in the area and had observed a case of the
whirling disease in the po:mpano. When the fish
were re:moved fro:m the pond and placed in isolation
tanks, the sy:mpto:ms of the whirling disease ceased.
Upon further investigation, it was deter:mined that
this whirling disease was a result of high salinity
40 0/00 due to evaporation. An atte:mpt to deter:mine
if the two cases of whirling disease are identical
is currently being studied and results were not
sub:mitted to :me prior to this paper's final copy.
Althuugh :many of the bacterial infections have
been treated successfully with antibiotics, parasites
and viruses cannot! Therefore the ideal :method to
22
prevent or m.inim.ize diseases in the pom.pano
is take constant protective rn e a s u r o s ,
Overcrowding can be prevented by determ.in-
ation of optim.um. stocking r a t e s , This will s . b -
stantially prevent stress on the p o m p a n o , (Tatum. ,1972)
Feeds have been known to introduce diseases in fish
c u 1 t u res • (Web b e r, 1 9 7 2 ) Prof. Dr. Po Ghittino
also expresses the view that precautions should
be taken in the preparation of dry feeds to pre-
vent the form.ation of h e p a t o x i n s , He also stressed
that ingrediants used in m.aking pellets should be
a flatoxin free and the pellets should be properly
stored. Liebm.ann reports that artificial feeding
in intensive carp and trout culture can lead to
disease. ToP m.uch feed has caused anaemia and
nucrosis of the liver. He also found that by m.ixing
wet and dry feed -d e s t r u c t i o n of trace elem.ents m.ay
be rendered biologically unavailable by the enzym.es
of the wet, uncooked feed. Fingerlings were f o u rd
to be m.ore susceptible to disease if fed on dry
fee d. Therefore, it is extrem.ely critical to feed
the p o rn p a n o a specific feed of proper quality and
quantity.
These situations
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Stressful c o n d i t i o n s , which reduce the
p o m p a n o t s resistance to d i s e a s e s , ITlay COITle
about in a n u m b e r of ways: low oxygen; low
water t e m p e r a t u r e ; drastic c h a n g e s l i n salinity;
water quality; and pH changes.
are preventable in rn o s t cases.
The introduction of diseases by other fish
hasn't been a rn a j o r p r o b l e rn in p o rn p a n o m a r t »
culture since juveniles are usually collected wild
on the beaches. Introduction of diseased f i s h i Ls
usually noticab1e by visually checking the stock
prior to stocking the ponds. The real p r o b l e rn
of disease t r a n s rn i a s i o n will occur when the POITlP-
ano ~re raised in hatcheries. Hatchery infections
are c o rn rn o n and fatalities have been noted in
trout and catfish. Although legislative rn e a n s haven lt
been considered to prevent future e p Ld e m i c s of
cultured f i s h , they m u s t be considered. The fo11ow-
ing is a bill passed in June J 1969 J for the control
of diseases of fish in Danish fresh w a t e r a , including
trout pond f a r m s , These control regulations c a rn e
into effect in March 1970 ..
1. All trout farrn ponds should be registered with the Vet-
erinary Directorate and all plans for d.i s eas e control
in these fa rrn s must be approved by the Directorate.
2. If one third of the trout pond farmers along a stream
accept a contagious disease eradication plan, all the
farmers along that watercourse will be obliged to par-
ticipate in the plan.
3. Regulations for sanitary treatment of ponds and appli-
ances used are enforced. All ponds should at least
once a year be emptied, dried, cleaned and disinfected.
Various tools used in tra!'sporting and handling fish
should be regularly disinfected and water used in
handling live fish can only be drained in places approved
by the Veterinary Directorate.
4. All ponds should be covered by nets or threads with
intervals of not more than 30 ern to keep away predators,
especially seagulls.
5. All trout farmers and dealers of live freshwater fish
and eggs or fry of these fish must keep a record of
their purchases or sales indicating arriount , species,
date and name of buyer and seller.
6. The stocking of streams and lakes (with fish, es-
pecially brown trout) above trout farms free from
Egtved (VHS) can only be done with stock corning from
farms ce r t ified as free from the disease.
7. Until further notice, the regulations for control of
contagious diseases will refer to Egtved (VHS) and
lPN. The Veterinary Directorate is authorized to
clas sify the trout farms as (a) VHS-free;
(b) lPN-free; or (c) VHS and lPN-free. The extent
of management that can be authorized by these three
type s of ponds are subj ect to regulation by the
Veterinary Directorate.
8. A fee of Dkr 175 (U~"S. $35) is levied annually from
each trout farm. All laboratory examinations for
disease eradication are free of char se but examin-
ation for certificates for export are subject to a fee.
(Anonymous, July, 1970)
It is extremely important that the legislature,
even if it exists on the state level, initiate these
types of regulations to prevent the migration of
diseases from one area to another.
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Fungal and bacterial growths on areas exposed
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by overcrowding and rubbing against the sides of the
cages cannot be treated prophylactically with anti-
biotics d u e to FDA regulations and the formation
of resistant str ains of these pathogenic organisms.
The abundance of these diseases on the pompano can
be correlated to the water quality in the ponds.
If the water is neither s ta g n a n t nor polluted, the
incidences of these infections will be minimized.
An interesting paper was presented at the 1st
Annual Workshop of the World Mariculture Society
on controlling diseases in the pompano. Sam u e 1
J. Monroe, Jr. stated that many of the major mor-
t a l i t i e s of the pompano were thought to be due to:
L " vitamin deficiency,
2. diets to high or low in digestible protein,
3. keeping the fingerlings in crystal clear
water which allowed to much exposure to
sunlight, with resulting damage to the
optic nerve, or
4. chlorinated hydrocarbons from pesticides
coming from ground-up finfish that were
fed to the po rn p a n o j "
Although the author finds that some of these
theories true in certain instances, he concludes
that the principal cause of the mortalities was due
to b act e ria 1 i nf e c t ion 0 f the dig est i vet rae tan d
kidneys.
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His technique in determining bacterial infection
has been to incise the entire digestive tract with a
small scalpel and plate out a small amount of fluid
and mucos al lining. Sensitivities to antibiotics were
conducted to determine the best antibiotic to utilize
based on:
1. 'ICOS t of the antibiotic.
2. the availability of the antibiotic, and
3. a history of successful results on pre-
vious occasions. II
Although the author reported that the treatments
with antibiotics,incorporated in the pompano feed,
were highly successful in treating bacterial infect-
ion s , he a 1 soutil i zed E the r toe 1im ina t e v i .r ali n-
fections by adding 454 grams of ether to 3,785 liters
of seawater once or twice a day for 2 to 5 days until
the symptoms disappeared ..
It appears from Monree's paper that the disease
problem in the pompano has been eliminated, however,
I am very skeptical about his results for the following
reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Lack of references to document his reasons
for the deaths of the juvenile pompano.
Failure to isolate and identify causative
organisms. ~ ~
Failure to run controls o n normal flora
present in GI tract of a healthy pompano.
Lack of complete dosage regimen.
Theory is not universally accepted by other
workers in the field.
Swingle (1971), in his attempt to raise pompano
successfully, encountered a heavily infestation of
Trichodina and Scyphidil. Since the pompano were
still being rn a i n t a i n e d in the pond, they decided to
treat the fish with 20ppm of formalin at 3:00 pm
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on 2 8 June. 'ITest aquaria were set up simultan-
eously to determine the toxicity of formalin to
pompano at different concentrations. Aquaria
were set up to test the toxicity of 15,20,25,30,
35 ppm formalin on pompano. After 20 hours of
exposure two pompano were alive in the aquarium
containing 15 ppm formalin and all we 're d e a d in
the higher concentrations while no mortalities
occurred in the check aquarium. II
"At 8:00 in the morning of 29 June the pond
was showing signs of oxygen depletion . Oxygen
a n a 1 y s e s rev e ale d nod iss ON e d 0 x Y g en a t 2. 5 fee t
and L 6ppm dissolved oxygen at the surface. A
recirculationg pump was set up to aerate the pond
but it was not successful. Next a pump was used
to pump bay water into the pond and O. 5ppm KMn04
was added to the pond to partially oxidize the re-
maining B. O. Do Within minutes the fish began to
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look better and the dissolved oxygen in the pond
began to increase. A check of the fish on 30 June
for parasites revealed no par~sites revealed no
2
p a r a s t t i c p r o t o z o a n s , Some questions remain as
to whether the protozoans were killed by the formalin,
the low dissolved oxygen, the KMn04, or a com-
b i n a t i o n of all three." (Swingle, 1971)
The State of the Art of the complete control
of the diseases affecting the pompano is not known
with certainty. From the above paragraph it
appears that the biologists are uncertain what
chemicals to use a n d the specific dosage regimen.
My assumption in this area is that the large firms
in pompano mariculture have highly skilled personnel
and are more sophisticated in detection, isolating,
and treating the diseases. However, these firms
are obviously not publishing their results.
Another problem which should be considered
by firms engaged in pompano mariculture, although
it has only appeared in pond raised catfish, is the
'off-flavour syndrome'. This h a s not been defined
specifically as a disease, however, with an increased
number of pompano being raised in ponds, this factor
cannot be overlooked.
"OFF-FLAVOUR IN POND-CULTURED CATFISH
Off - f 1 a v 0 uri n pond -cultured catfish, characterized
as being ~m.usty algal, cobweb-like and earthy, I appears
to be an increasing phenom.enon in the m.id-southern and
southeastern parts of the United State s, In view of recent
refusals by processing plants of pond-cultured catfi sh ex-
hibiting severe off-flavour, research workers at the
Agricultural Experim.ent Station, Auburn: Univer s ity ,
Auburn, Alabam.a, have been studying the cause of this
for two years. T he off-flavour quality is highly consistent
and easily distinguished.
Several characteristics comznon to the ponds having
fish with off-flavour have been observed: (a) the off-flavour
occurred following an algae die -off in the ponds; (b) the
fish in the ponds had been heavily fed c ornrn.e r c ia I feeds
for several m.onths; (c) the ponds form.erly had dense
plankton hbom.s; and (d) the off-flavour fish were all found
beyond m.id-August.
The earth-m.usty flavour in catfish appear s to be sim.ilar
to that occasionally found in public water reservoirs and other
natural waters, and it is likely that the causes are related.
Com.pounds responsible for this odour quality have been iso-
lated from. laboratory cultures, and from. natural water,
and have been chem.ically identified. • Q •• The production
of the off -flavour in natural water is apparently influenced
by ecological conditions.
Whatever the source of the off -flavour m.ay be, the
m.echanism. by which the fish absorbs the com.pound is un-
known. Catfish were found in off-flavour ponds with large
am.ounts of algae in their digestive tracts, but because it
was found in the rectum. still intact it is unlikely that a
significant am.ount of it was digested by the fish. Off-flavour
organic com.pounds dissolved in the water m.ay be possibly
absorbed by the fish independent of the diet. This is suggest-
ed by results from. an experim.ent conducted at Auburn Univ-
ersity, wherein catfish were grown concurrently in cages in
a river containing off-flavour com.pounds and in cage s in a
pond with no off-flavours produced in the water. After ten
weeks of intensive feeding with a com.m.ercial nonsinking
feed, the fish from. the river water had a severe off -flavour,
while the pond fish had none. Assum.ing that the only food
the fish in either of the environm.ents consurned was the
supplem.ental cornrne r c ia.I feed, the off-flavour absorbed lby
the fish in the river would appear to be dis solved in the
water. II (Anonym.ous, October, 1970)
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ARTIFICIAL DIET
I Know1 e d g e 0 f w hat a f ish eat s , its nat u r a 1
growth rate, its nutritional needs, and its general
t r ,- phi c e colo g y are 0 f par a ITl 0 U n t i ITlP 0 r tan c e ina n y
m a r Lc u Lt u r e venture. 'I(Bellinger, 1971) Until recently,
with the great interest generated in pOITlpano culture,
no one has a t t e rn p t e d to s u m m a r i z e all the work
conducted on the pOITlpano until Fields (1962) pre-
sented SOITle work initiated on the p o rn p a n o dating
back to 1882, when Goode (1882) stated "that their
food consists of mo l l u s k s , the softer kinds of
crustaceans and probably the young of other fishes".
However, in later work by Tracy (l9l0),Gunter (1958),
Fin u can e ( 1 9 6 91,), and Bell i n g e r ( 1 9 7 0 ), i twa s
d e t e r rn i n e d that larvae or juvenile fishes occurred
with very low frequency in the p o rn p a n o I s s t o rn a c h
contents.
It has been found that p o rn p a n o are selective
bot t 0 ITl fee din g 0 ITl h i v 0 res fee din g p r i ITl a ril yon
ben t hi can d pel a .; i c in v e r t e bra t e s , s u c has a ITlphi pods,
bivalve rn o I Lu s k s , crab larvae, c o p e p o d s , and iso-
pods. (Fields, 1962;Bellinger, 1971)
Despite the knowledge of its feeding habits,
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there have been no commercially available products
to nutritionally sustain the pompano during its life-
span. (Tatum,1971) The in it i aIr e sea r c h b y M i norcan
Sea f 0 0 dIn c. in d i cat edthat g r 0 un d t r ash f ish, 0 b tained
from local fishermen, could be used with some
success on the larger fingerlings (25-l00mm). The
success of their work was correlated with s t o rn a c h
contents of selected fish.not survival rates. Since
pompano do not exhibit death throes nor float on the
surface after death, a mass mortality could have
occurred due to starvation.
Fish meal was utilized by Minorcan Seafood
when trash fish were unavailable with d i s a s t e r e u s
results. A mass mortality occurred due to: the
starvation of pompano since it was unable to feed
on this source; and the fish meal that did not
dissolve formed a putrid deposit on the bottom and
sides of the pond. Asphyxiation was the major
cause of death of the fish but the generation of
toxic gases and the antioxidant BHT (buty1ated
hydroxylto1uene), present to prevent rancidity in
the highly fat containing fish meal, may h av e con-
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tributed to the mass mortality. (Moe, 1968)
Finucane (1967) initiated diet studies to compare
growth and mortality rates of pompano raised under
semi-natural conditions. He compared a wet feed
(codfish and shrimp meal) with c o m m e r c i a I Trout
Chow R• The fish were stocked in floating cages and
fed approximately 3 to 5 per cent of body weight.
To prevent contamination of the codfish and shrimp-
meal, they were fed, u n t h a w e d , since the frozen
food floated, water contamination was reduced.
The res u 1 t sin d i cat edthat T r 0 u t C how R : d...i d
gi v eh i gher growth rates. The pompano on the
chow increased in average length from 56 -0 1 4 4 rn m
and gained an average of 18 grams monthly on the
dry diet. Fish on the codfish and shrimp meal
diet increased from 56m.m to l20mm. and showed
no significant weight increase due to their high
mortality.
Mortality of fish was generally progressive
on both feeds and an attempt was made to correlate
mortality rates to feeds. During the first three
monthes, a n estimated 90 percent of those fed on
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codfish and shrimp meal died, but approximately
only 20 percent of those fed Trout Chow R died.
Pathological studies conducted on fish from
both groups indicated that certain abnormalities
were present. Fish: fed Trout Chow R showed dis-
color e d 1 i v e r ( b lot c h Y 0 r C rea rn color e d ), e n 1 a r g e .;
rn e n t of the kidneys, and swelling of the abdomen
from fluid in the body cavity. Other fish were
noted to have exophthalmos, and hemorrhages
within the muscle tissue and skin. Despite the
high fatality rate of fish fed on the codfish and
shrimp meal, the incidence and extent of s y rn p t o rns
were minimal.
Swingle (197') attempted to refine the work
done by Finucane on effect of trout chow on growth
rates of pompano by the addition of two variables:
changing percent of feeding rate; and effect of re-
ceiving single feedings v~ receiving divided feedings.
S win g 1 e I s w 0 r k was p 1 d. g U e d wit h p:r a b 1 ems: .i.~ ,
rupture ci. cages which resulted in loss of fish;mass
mortalities due to either heat or low dissolved
oxygen levels; a rupture in his pond culture study;
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and feeding rates that were naturally reduced by
a cold weather snap.
A 1tho ugh S win g 1 e was v e r y vag u eon t y pes of
trout chow used, he obtained s o rn e values which may
or may not have merit but they are the first cost
values I have seen in the literature. He calculated
his conversion rates with a variation of from 2.8-
8. 6 wit han a v era g e 0 f 5. 2. (F i n u can e , 1 9 6 9, use d
a val u e d a p pro x i mat ely 2 J S win g 1 e fur the r s tat e s
.
t h a t II ••• this was extremely high (conversion rate)
e a p e c i a Ll y considering the cost of fe ed which was
This means that a value of $0.572$0.11 per pound.
was invested in each pound of fish. ... Using a
v alue of 25% (loss from heading and gutting) and
an average cost for pompano of $0.572 per pound
in the rough, the cost of dressed fish is 0.763 per
pound, excluding labor costs. II(Swingle, 197')
Note: Although the Dauphin Island Marine Sources
Laboratory was recommended to me as doing some
excellent work in the field of pompano rn a r i c u l t u r e ,
I found their papers (Swingle and Tatum) s c i e n t i f i.cec-
a 11 Y vag U~ i.~. S p e c if i c t Y P e 0 f f 0 0 d use d ; cal c uI a t ion s ;
type and number o i. assumptions; and the o bv i o u s lack
of either micro or macroscopic examination of the
dead fish.
A t the Th i r d A.n n u a 1 W 0 r k s hop 0 f the W 0 r 1 d
Mariculture Society a p aper was presented by
Walter T a t u m , a biologist from D auphin Island,
which attempted to compare a trout chow with
another forITlulation-ground industrial fish COITl-
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bined with soybean rn e a L, He also a t t e m p t e d to
c o m p a r e growth, survival, and conversion rates
using two different stocking densities. T!l e
following is a s u rn rn a r y o t n i s research as pre-
sented before the Society:
l'rhe c o m m e r c i a I trout chow tested against
the ground fish is a superior food for the
cage culture ci. pOITl pano ranging in size
f r o m 4 graITls to 66 g r a rn s , Even though
the ;;t r o u t chow was far superior to the
ground fish in all aspects, ie growth,
survival and conversion, it is still by
no rn e a n s the u l t i m a t e pOITlpano food.
Mortality rates ranging f r o rn 37% on trout
chow in cages stocked at 392 per cubic
rn e t e r to 60% In cages stocked at 654 per
cub i c ITle t era r e n "0 ~ goo d g Conv e r s ion
rates of 3.32 to 3.47 are also not good
especially when e x p e va s Lv e foods r a n g Ln g
fro rn $ 0 • 0 9 t 0 $ 0 • 11 ~,p e r p 0 u n dar e use d •
• •• The los s 0 f g r 0 u n d f i s h f 1. 0 ITl the c age s
was likely higher than the loss of trout
chow. The frozen ground fish floated for a
rn u c h shorter period than the trout chow,
and a s rn a Ll e r percent of the frozen ground
fish floated.
The initial high m o r t a Li t y and food conver-
sion in the cages stocked at 654 per cubic
rn e t e r resulted f r o rn feeding a poor f Lo a t i n g ,
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c rum b 1 e t r 0 u t c how. B ,e c a use the 1 a r g e r,
pelleted trout chow was n o t available locally,
this food was used much longer than desired. II
The significant points in their research which
are critical to the problem are: '::he obvious lack
of an adequ ate diet for pompano fingerlings under
10 grams in weight. Mortality experienced prior to
the pompano reaching 10 grams was 55.5% and 91.1%
for the f ish 0 n t r 0 u t c how and g r 0 u n d fi s h res pec tiveIy,
The sec 0 n d poi n tis the 0 b v i 0 u s 1 a c k 0 f e i the r m i c r 0 -
o r mac r 0 s cop i cob s e r vat ion s 0 f t he p 0 rn pan 0, the r e -
fore, despite the partial success found in the util-
ization of trout chow, it is doubtful, with history
of liver disorders associated with this food (Finucane,1969~,
th at this is the ideal food.
The most sophisticated work conducted in
rn cl. r i n e nut r i t ion 0 f a qua tic 0 r s; ani s m s has bee n
con d u c ted b y J 0 h n E. Hal v e r (1968) a t the W (~ s t ern
Fish Nutrition Laboratory. His approach is quite
un 1 ike t 2,.a tat t e rn pte don the E a s t co a s t w her e you
./'u utilize commercially available feeds or com-
binations there-of until you accidentally find the
'correct' or total food.
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His theory consists basically of: maintaining
positive experimental control over vitamin compon-
e n t s , amino acids, fat a n d fat sol uble vitamins. He
then deleted one i n g r e d La n t at a time (one amino acid
for e x a rn pJe) fro m the die t s 0 f sma 11 chi nook and
coho salmon with much success in correlating of
the symptoms devel o ping with the lack of the re-
quired n u t r r e n t ,
Despite the lack of an ideal com:mercial food
for the pompano, specially treated ground mollusks,
a rn p h i p o d s , and other staples could be utilized to
sustain the pompano while these experiments are
being conducted. This will allow a specific diet
to be formulated for sound nutrition since it is a
major determinant for growth, maturation, and re-
production- even for fish life itself. This diet
would initially be expensive, however, in the long
run, this would be the most economical approach.
Finucane (1970) states that one of the major
problems in pompano mariculture is an ideal food.
IIAn economical food that will support rapid growth
with low mortality is needed. Ideally, this food
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should be pelletized so that it can be fed auto-
m a t i c a l l y , If pos s t b l e , a n a t u r al food or one
t hat can b era i sed art i f i cia 11 y s h 0 ukl bed eve lop e d
as a diet supplement for adult fish. This natural
food preferably" should be a mollusk or crustacean. II
Since selection of a proper commercial feed
has bee nth e t r end for the pas t e i g h t yea r s ( Mo e , 1968;
Tatum, 1972), it is doubtful that a significant break-
through in obtaining a readily available, nutritious
It"'{ {I hL ~ 0 r-fhc..O/tft ' n o
feed for the pompan0t1for many years}
/
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RECRUITMENT OF STOCK :
----
One 0 f the pro b 1 e ITlsen c u u n t ere din ITla r i -
culture is obtaining a hardy, disease free stock.
These fish have either been obtained by capturing
juvenile wild stock or obtained through hatcheries.
Capturing wild stock ci. pOITlpano has been the
source of juveniles and adults for research and
rn a r i c u l t u r e , however, like m o s t other states,
Florid a has laws that place a limitation on sizes
of individual species of fish La n d e d , Therefore,
pompano f a r m e r s and r e s e a r c h e r s rn u s t apply to
the Florida State Board of Conservation for a
permit to catch pompano under the legal s.ize limit
of 25 centimeters (10 inches) as it is applied to the
fishery (Moe, 1968). Law enforcement officers mon-
itor the number of catch of juveniles and insure
that only those persons with permits to take under-
sized fish are actually engaged in fish f a r m i n g ,
( Iv e r sen, 19 68) 0
With an increase in both c o m m e r c i a l firms and
governmental agencies doing research on the pompano,
the Florida State Board of Conservation, under con-
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siderable pressure by both the s p e r t s f i s h e r m e n
and the c o m m e r c i a I f i s h e r m e n , took m e a s u r e r s to
curb the a rn o u n t of juveniles that can be taken f r o m
the wild stocks (Hoff, 1972). I t has been e s t i rn a t e d
that the a rn o u n t of juveniles caught yearly was
approaching five rn i Ll i o n .. COITlITlercial f i r m s en-
gaged in p o rn p a n o rn a r Lc u l t u r e have ei ther adjusted
to the quota or have a t t e m p t e d to i rn p o r t the juveniles
f r o m either Georgia or Alaball1.a where the conserva-
t i o n d e p a r t rn e n t s aren't under such severe pressure.
The other rn e t h o d for obtaining juveniles is
e i the r hat chi n g d eve lop e d roe and h a vet h e ITl spa w n
inc apt i vi t Y 0 r art if i c a 1 1yin d u c i n g spa w n i n g (M 0 e, 1968) •
Nothing specific is known about the spawning
,Jo
habits of the p o rn p a n o since there have b e e n r r e p o r t s
of capturing f e m a l e s with developed gonads(Fields, 1962;
Finucane,1969;Bardach, 1968). Many investigators
interviewed e m p l o y e e s of fish processing plants
and were a rn a z e d to learn that no pOll1.pano with de-
veloped gonads were ever seen (Fields,1962;Finuuane,
19 6 9J,) • Person l1.al c o rn rn u n i c a t i o n s with Finucane, Hoff,
and Tatull1. have c o n f i r m e d that this p h e n o rn e n a con-
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cerning the specific time and area of spawning
is still uncertain. ~ -S p e c u l a t i o n s to the time and
area have been correlated with the appearance of
the larvael stages of pompano on the beaches.
( Fin u can e , 1 9 6 9~; Fie 1 d s , 19 6 2 ) Bas e don s i z e, 0 n 1 y
a month elapses between the time of spawning and
the first appearances of juveniles on the beaches
(F i n u can e, 1 9 6 %) 0 The majority of pompano have
been estimated to spawn between April through
June and a minor spawn occurring in early fall
(July thru October) (Finucane, 1969L).
These times are relative to the Tampa Bay
area, as the water t e m p e r a t u r e increases-for
example near the Keys, the spawning of pompano
would be triggered earlier and ~i..<2..~"'y_e..!y~ as one
encounters colder waters north of Tampa Bay.
Despite knowledge of approximate times and gen-
e r all 0 cat ion s 0 f the spa w n i n g g r 0 u n d s , a 11 a t t e m pts
to obtain adults with developed gonads have been
futile. Finucane (1 969c) reports the cat ching of
one female in 1968 that can be considered as gravid.
This fish measured 356 mm(FL) and weighed 576Gm~
Fecudity was estimated at 630,000 eggs. These
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eggs never matured in the female in captivity.
The other technique for producing juveniles
is by artificial spawning. This technology has
been practiced in every country that has some type
of committment to rn a r Lc u I t u r e , The advan tages of
a r t i f i c i a I or induced spawning are:
1. frees dependance on natural spawning;
2. time of spawning can be controlled;
3. can improve stock by selective induced spawning;
4. prevents predators from being introduced
with juveniles;
5. labor saving and detrimental effects on
transporting wild juveniles are reduced;
6. no quota system to contend i w i t h ,
(Bardach, 1968; Moe, 1968; Shelbourne, 1968)
In Bulgaria, the use of pregnant mare serum
is utilized to induce spawning in the female carp.
The f ish is wi p e d dow n withat 0 w 1, the i nj e c t ion
site is cleaned with e t h e r r a l c o h o I a 1:1 mixture,
and s t e r i 1 i zed nee d 1 e s are use d to i nj e c t 1 m 1 PM S / K g
live weight, containing 700-1000 mouse units of
gonado-trophic hormone. The . tle s t res u 1 t s h a v e
bee nob t a in e din g i vi n g two i nj e c t ion s wit h the
second injection determined by the water temperature.
Results of this method of artificial spawning have
shown an improvement in quality of the yearlings;
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no deformities; and a uniformity in the size and
shape of the y e a r Li n g s (Anonymous,19706)
Grey mullets have been induced to spawn by
biologists in India by holding the ripe specimens
of Mugil macrolepis, held in cement cisterns with
running water, spawned when injected with high
d 0 s e s 0 f pit u ita r y g 1 and ext rae t , (A non y m 0 us, 1 9 7 0Cl.)
The 'fr 0 pic a 1 Fi s h CuI t u r eRe sea r chI n s tit u e
Malacca, Malaysia, has conclusively and repeatedly
demonstrated that there are three gonadotrophic
hormones in fish pituitaries. Only the second
fraction induces ovulation ,bu t not maturation of
immature gonads. Ripe eggs of Chinese Carps,
common carp, and Puntius gonionotus have all been
fertilized and hatched using the second component,
wit h a hi g h per c en t ag e 0 f sur v i v a I , Immature eggs
are shed as with whole pituitary injections, no
ovulation is induced by either the first or second
fraction.
Ejection of sperms appears to be a different
process and can be induced by the first or second
fraction. (Anonymous, 1969 )
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Studies conducted at the Central Island
Fisheries Research Institute, Barrackpore, in-
dicated that the method of preparation of the
pituitary extract for induced breeding makes
considerable difference in its effectiveness.
Gonadotrophic hormones extracted after 3 hours
immersion in 2.5% trichloroacetic acid(TCA)
induced spawning in Rohu (Labeo rohita). Longer
immersions in TCA appears to denature the gonad-
otrophic hormones. (Anonymous, 1969)
The Central Inland Fisheries Research In-
stitute, Barrackpore, India have successfully
carried out studies using human chorionic gonad-
otrophin and synthetic hormones as substitutes for
fish pituitary gland. Without a threshhold dose of
pituitary extract, neither HCG nor any of the
synthetic hormones were effective. (Anonymous,1968)
Hormonal injections have not been the only
techniques used successfully in artificially spawning
fi s h. The Food from the Sea Division of Oceanic
Institute, Waimanalo, Hawaii successfully induced
b r e e din g 0 f the g ray mull e t , Mug i 1 c e ph a 1 us, by hypo-
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physation. (Anonymous, 1970)
Homoplastic injections were used by scientists
at the Directorate of Fisheries, Kerela, India to
induce spawning in the grey mullet, Mugil macrolepis.
, 1970d
Waste heat from power plants induced early
sp awning of the channel catfish according to the
researchers at Kdnsas State University. The temp-
erature was raised from 12. SoC to 26. 7 0C over a
period of 27 days and the fish spawned approximately
14 days later. (Anonymous, 1969) ~
.---Attempts made by the River Laboratory of the
I n 1and F ish e r i e sIn s tit ute a t G dan s k - ali w a, Pol and ,
to has ten r a in bow t rot:. t (S a 1m 0 g air d n e r i) have met
with success. The purpose of the experiments was
to induce them to spawn in autumn instead of spring
by controlling day length (covering ponds with suit-
able covers or supplementing daylight with artificial
lighting) • The use of autumn spawning would shorten
the t r o u t production cycle by about three rn o n t h e s ,
(Anonymous, 1969)
The present State of the Art of artificial
4'6
spawning of pompano is not known with certainity
due tot h e sec r e c y w h :ir eli ; i s pre val e n tin p 0 m pan 0
mariculture or the failure to publish by some of the
workers in the field-including state employees.
The literature indicates that attempts were made
to a r t dLi c i a Ll y spawn the pompano with injections
of human chorionic gonadotrophic hormones were
unsuccessful since none hatched. (Finucane, 1970 ct.)
In 0 the rat t e m p t s to art i f i c a 11 y spa w n the pompano
using hormonal injections, less than lout of 100
v i a b 1 e egg s we reo b t a i ned and jus t a sma 11 n una b 'e r
of these were successfully fertilized with the milt
fro m i nj e c ted mal e s 0 (JF'i n u can e, 1972)
Unconfirmed reports are circulating that one
of the major firms engaged in pompano mariculture
has been successful in artificia lly spawning the
pompano. The accuracy of this stat tement is un-
questionable since it came
individuals{Sheehan, 1972;
from two very ~ e li a b l e
2~
Huguenin,1972). Response
to this report by other firms which have large in-
vestments in pompano are v aried ranging from
f r u s t rat ion, sin c e the y w ere not a b 1 e t 0 s olv e th i s
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pr b Le rn initially, to contentment .. since one of the
rn a j o r p r o b l e rn s in pOInpano m a r Lc u l t u r e is solved
and they anticipate the opportunity to purchase
SOIne of the larvae o r c f in g e r Lt n g e f r o m the discovering
f i r rn ,
John Finucane, who is a rn a r Ln e biologist, has
conducted research on the pOInpano since 1968. A1-
though s nc c e s s f u I a t t e rn p t s by other scientists to
artificially spawn c a r pj v rn u Ll e t , c.a t f i s h , and other
s p e c i e s , hew a sun a b 1 e top rod u c e any art i f i c:ia 11 y
spawned larvae utilizing techniques outline in the
literature. (Finucane, 1972) Although he was able
to fertilize rn a n y of the eggs and rri a n y e m b r y o s de-
veloped, none hatched. No solution has ever been
satisfactory in d e t e r rn i n i n g the actual cause of
m o r t a l i t y , (Finucane, 1969(.) AtteInpts were made
to expose the f e m a Le s to longer daylight hours in
a t t e In p t t 0 h a vet h e In spa w n ear 1 i e r t han the nor In <1.1
breeding season which was also unsuccessful.
Series of h o r rn o n e s were also a t t e rn p t e d with no success,.
and a t t e rn p t s were also rn a d e to induce spawning by
using c o r t i c o s t e r I o d s , such as hydrocortisone and
desoxycorticosterone, in conjunction with rn i n i rn a I
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doses of human chorionic gonadotrophin were
a 1 son 0 t~· s u c c e s s f u 1. (F i n u can e, 1 9 7 O~
Research conducted on the pompano was
transferred from the federal to the state level
in 1971, and the research continued on the
artificial spawning of the pompano. In the late
part of 1971 or the early part of 1972, success-
ful spawning was achieved with some of the
embryos hatching. The percentage hatching was
extremely small and none of the larvae survived.
Althuugh the actual method of their successful
spawning was not given to me, the marine biologist
(Hoff, 1972) stated that some of their methods to
induce artificial spawning produces highly viable
larvae. However, larvae rearing is extremely
difficult since they are affected drastically by
water quality, salinity, temperature, pH, and
nitrates. (Allen, 1970). The scientists engaged in
rearing pompano larvae feel that larvae survival
greater than 50% must be achieved to make it
feasible. (Hoff, 1972)
The researchers are extremely optimistic
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that an effective, relatively inexpensive technique
to artifically spawn pompano will be perfected within
a few years. However, the Japanese, who are more
advanced than the United States biologists in mari-
culture, have attempted to obtain a 10% survival
rate of porgy and puffer fish for over 30 years.
After 30 years of research, they have only been
able to obtain a survival rate of 5-6%. (Bardach,1968)
Artificial spawning is not the on Ly problem that
must be overcome to obtain large numbers of hardy
fingerlings. Larvael foods and disease control
are major p r o b l e rn s , The main problem with rearing
the larvae is the size and composition of food.
Therefore, it is anticipated that these problems will
be solved with the introduction of 'infant foods'.
( Bar d a c h, 196 3 ~. One of the possible foods could be
manufactured by microencapsulation. (H uguenin, 1972;
Roy, 1972)
A rio the r pro b 1 e m w hie h has bee n rep 0 r ted in
for e i g n j 0 urn a 1 s but not in the Un i ted S tat e s j 0 urn aJs ,
is the urinary stone formation in larvae. This stone
has bee n ass aye d a sac ale i u m com po u n dandis quite
similar to the gall stones or kidney stones in man.
~'i. ., './ ""~ r _ :.'
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However, during the first 10 days of the larvae.
it some times causes a mortality exceeding 80%.
The stones usually appear in the larvael stages
.~f all fish and nothing is known about the physiol-
ogy of the stone formation nor is it known if the
stone formation is artificial or natural. Solving
this problem will be the key to obtaining an adequate
supply of juveniles, if the problem manifests itself
in the pompano larvae. (Bardach, 1968)
Many problems can be anticipated in raising
the j u v e.nil e s 0 Since the literature indicates that
the n urn b e r 0 f 1 a r v a e 0 f porn pan 0 f :c.:.u n d h a v e bee n
min i mal, 1 itt 1ere sea r C h ha s bee nco n d u c ted ina n
attempt to determine the time after hatching that
the larvae begins to feed nor have attempts been
made to determine the actual nutritional require-
ments of this highly delicate stage of the pompano
in regard to protein content ox p article size. Part-
iculates smaller than 80 rn i c r o u s and 50 micro! s
are required to be available to nourish the pacific
sardine and the pacific mackerel, respectively.
(Bardach. 1968)
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There are many other problems that will be
encountered after the initial problems of artificially
spawning the pompano are identified and solved.
Some of these problems to be encountered are:
1. Ability to supply food in a series of
sizes as the larvae grow.
2. Biological, chemical, and logistic
problems encountered when scaling
production up from culturing one or
two fish to hu n d c e d s of fish.
(Shelbourne, 1968)
With these problems currently facing the
optimistic scientists engaged in pompano research,
it is extremely doubtful to anticipate a private
firm or any governmental agency successfully
engaged in raising pompano fingerlings with a
10% survival rate for at least 5 to 7 more years.
A 50% survival rate, with the current state of
the art in pompano, is not probable within the
next 15 years.
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Manage men t s y s t ems uti 1 i zed in mar i c u 1 t u r e
are ranch management, static pond or pool aqua-
farming, raceway culture, cage or basket culture,
and closed, high density culture (Webber, 1971).
The State of the Art in management systems
is extremely hindered by the lack of a total diet
for the pompano. Without this basic need, accur-
ate comparisons of growth rates cannot be a s c e r t »
ained between the different systems.
The most extensively used system-worldwide-
of aquatic animal management is by the utilization
of natural water embayments or sheltered coves.
"T'he selection of a location for .auch a system of aquaculture
demands not only that extensive areas be ecologically suit-
able, but that they be free of competitive uses, unpolluted,
legally and socially available, amenable to surveillance and
have sufficient natural productivity to support large popula-
tions of the crop animal. II (Webber, 1971)
Wit h the 1 a c k 0 fad e qua ted i e t r e '1 u ire men t s
for the pompano, this type of managem.ent would
appear to be ideal, since the pompc..no could
browse on natural foods and all that would be required
issuppleme n tal fee din g s •
Finucane initially used a 6 acre impound-
:1'1 e n tin Tam? a Bay for the 0 n 1 y doc u men ted a t t e m p t
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to u t i Li c e a natural impoundment for the rearing
of pompano (F inucane,1969d. Although his paper
is extremely optimistic concerning the success
of the venture, I later found out the problems
encountered in the use of this particular area
for mariculture use-namely:
L Due to its location, the circulation was
poor resulting in poor water quality.
2. The bay had an extremely rough bottom
which wasn't adventageous since: pomp-
ano prefer to feed on smooth bottoms
(Bellinger, 1971); in attempts to elimin-
ate predators by dragging nets thru the
water, many escaped under the nets;
harvesting attempts were hindered due
to the inability of the nets to completely
trap the fish.
3. Cold spells were fatal to the fish-two
were reported.
4. Harvesting was extremely expensive
since it required a large amount of
man-hours. (Hoff,1972)
Despite the limited documentation of attempts
to ut ilize natural occurring impoundments, I
cannot forsee any enterprise leasing land from t h e
state to conduct pompano rn a r Lc u l t u r e ,
rn e n t is based on a number of factors :
This judge-
L Highly secretive nature of pompano m ari-
culture is contraindicated in public waters.
2. Poaching problem.
3. Water quality requirement.
4. Inability to regulate the t e rn p e r a t u e in
n a t u r a I impoundment.
5. Lack of adequate predator control.
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6. Legal r e q u i r e rn e n t s , (See Appendix A
.f 0 r A qua c u 1 t u r e Law - S tat e 0 f Flo rid a )
With the knowledge of the pom.pano at its
present state, any attem.pts to fence in natural
enclosures or Le a s i n g the water colum.n appears
to be extrem.ely risky. Utilization of these re-
sources are hindered by lim.ited control of the
environm.ent by the leasing organization. Thi s
factor is critical in disease prevention and
predator c o n t r o l ,
Static pond or pool aquaculture has appear-
ed in the literature as the m.ost widely used system.
for raising pom.pano.
h e 'e-
These ponds or pools are eng;i,~red to confine dense
populations of crop anirnaIs in earthen, concrete or
otherwise structured facilities. "". The consider-
able am.ount of earthwork for pond construction, water
supply and drainage canals, etc. im.poses rigorous
dem.ands on the site selection m.ission to find approp-
riate soils and topography to rrrirrirrri.z e construction
costs.
The lentic or stat ic pond, whether it is filled
wi~h fresh or saltwater, is,for them.ost part, a
closed habitat,... Toxic or deleterious m.aterials
when introduced can accumulate by recycling into
the food chain, and becom.e ultiInately concentrated
in the food fish to be rna r keted, Persistent pest-
icides, for instance, m.ay be introduced into the
system. in the feed, leached from. the soils, blown
in from. crop dusting or com.e in with m.ake-up water.
Once they have entered the lentic habitat they are
likely to rem.ain until they are rem.oved in the har-
vest of the fish crop..... " II (Webber, 1971)
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Moe(l968), Swingle(l97l), and Tatum(l972)
have utilized static ponds, however many un-
resolved problems prevented a correct evalua-
tion of their w o r k , Problems encountered were:
1. Insufficient diet.
2. Stocking rates.
3. Inadequate pond c o n s t r u c t i o n ,
4 0 Predation.
5. Disease.
6 0 Dissolved Oxygen concentrations.
Confirmed reports of the number of pompano
far rn sin To'l 0 rid a are non e xis tan t , howe v e r ,
conversations with individuals engaged in pompano
research indicate that static ponds or pool aqua-
farming is currently the most widely utilized
method of pompano management.
Raceway culture is utilized when an abund-
ance of flowing water is available. With this
t y p e 0 f system, thea c cum u 1 a t ion 0 f met abo 1 i c
wastes and toxic agents are quickly flushed out
oft he s y s t em and 0 x y g en is reg u a a r 1 y res tor e d
on a routine basis. The use of power plant
effluents is applicable to an area otherwise not
suitable for commercial aquaculture because of
the low winter water temp erature. Although
Tab b (1969) pro p 0 sed to uti 1i z e power p 1 ant
effluents to produce raceway culture in attempt
to determine its potential in raising pompano,
the y h a v e 71 0 t pub 1 ish edt h e i r res u 1 t s , R e c e n t
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reports on this project are conflicting. One
scientist (Huguenin,1972) stated that pompano
were not utilized in the study by Tabb, however,
anothe r a c i e n t i s t stated that he saw pompano
being raised in raceways utilizing basket
culture. (Webber, 1972)
There are many disadvantages in utilizing
power plant effluents for r a c e w a y culture.
Among these are:
L, Aquaculture will be highly depend-
ant upon power plant operation"
2. Increase t e rn p e r a t u r se s m a y r e i g >
nificantly increase the disease rate.
3. Biological and chemical quality of
the heated effluent may cause severe
problems by placing stress on the
organisms.
4. The use of the effluent may dictate
placing the a q u a c u l t u r a I operation
at an otherwise unfavorable location.
(Huguenin,1972)
Cage or basket culture has rapidly gained
acceptance for certain finfish. ,.Finucane (1969<:.),
Swingle (1971) and Tatum (1972) have attempted
to utilize this technique in raising pompano with
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rn i n i rn a I success. Finucane used cages in the
Tampa Bay area and suffered m.ass mortalities
due to a drop in temperature and incomplete
die t , Swingle and Tatum u t i l i z e d basket .c u lt u r e
ins tat i cpo n d sanden co un t ere dan urn be r 0 fun-
resolved problems, among these problems are:
L stocking rates.
2. diet.
3. fouling of cages.
4. diseases.
5. temperature.
6. oxygen levels.
Cage or basket culture has a high potential,
however, rn a n y other problems must be initially
resolved. One of the main advantages noted by
Tatum was the ability to eliminate predation by
using basket culture, however, he didn't mention
the problem of poaching.
Closed, high-density culture system.s have
not been utilized in pompano culture. In closed
systems the culture water is cycled through a
series of biological and mechanical filters which
make it fit for reuse. Since this system _ as the
capacity to alter oxygen content, temperature,
remove pollutants . and waste products, and filter
out pathogens, it appears to have a high potential
in pompano m a r Lc u l t u r e , Due to its high capital
i n v e s t m e n t , it is unlikely to be utilize in raising
pOIllpano until Illany of the rn a j o r p r o b l e rn s are
s o l v e d ,
Static pond culture coupled with basket
culture appears to be typical s y s t e rn that will
be utilized to culture p o m p a n o until the state
of the art in pOIllpano m a r i c u l t u r e advances in
t e c h 11 0 1 OIg Y t hen tf h e chang e will be to the _C 1 o s e d ,
high density culture s y s t e rn s ,
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NOTE:
A patent (3,495,572) has been issued on a type
5"9
of management system. It was issued to Marvin
D. Groves,SL Augustine, Florida, assignor to
George L. Potter, Lafayette, Indiana. The
p a me n t has ten claims and concerns the r a i s b n g
of food fish, such as pompano, from juvenile to
a d u 1 t , mar k Eta b 1 e s i z e b y s e i n :',n g 0 rot her w i s e
collecting the young in numbers, placing them
in a prepared free-circulating pond open at both
ends to tadal flow from an inlet or from the sea,
providing supplemental food for the fish in the
pond and controlling water conditions in the pond
to promote growth of the fish therein.
This method of raising pompano is not
being utilized in Florida according to Hoff (1972).
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POTENTIAL OF POMPANO MARICULTURE
The potential of p o rn p a n o lTIariculture in
Florida is questionable if one a t t e rn p t s to solve
the rn u Lt i t u d e of p r o b l e rn s confronting this high
2
risk v e n t u c e in a t i rn e span of three years. A
m o r e realistic approach rn u s t be considered in
undertaking a project that initially requires a
substantially large capital to purchase land,
e q u i p rn e n t , labor. laboratory facilities, a n d
n u rn e r o u s other necessities required to conduct
a profitable m a r i c u l t u r e enterprise.
There have been a n u rn b e r of "blue-sky"
projects proposed by scientists in the field of
m a r Lc u l t u r e which I would like to present and
c o rn m e n t upon.
Tabb (1969) proposed the utilization of
heated water f r o rn power plants producing
raceway culture rn a i n t a i n e d at an o p t i rn u rn t e rn p «
erature by c o m p u t e r s , This approach was a t t e m p t >
e d at the Un i v e r sit Y 0 f Mia lTIius in g he ate d e ff 1 u en t s
f r o m the Turkey Point power plant. This project
was supported jointly by private industries and
The Sea Grant ProgralTI. The success of this oper-
ation is questionable, since no papers h a v e been
published on the results. I h ave also heard that
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private industries have discontinued to financially
back this project for unspecified reasons. ( Hoff, 1972)
According to the i n f o r rn a t i o n I received regard-
ing the utilization of heated effluents from the
Turkey Point plant, two points must be considered.
L The land utilized is owned by the Florida
Power and Light Company.
2. If the studies on pompano and shrimp,
which are currently being conducted together,
are successful, leases will be submitted
after competitive bidding.
Since many of the problems regarding breeding,
predation, diseases, and nutritional requirements of
shrimp are known, the firms involved in shrimp
mariculture are willing to pay a substantially
higher price to lease this highly productive area than
those attempting to raise pompano. (Note: A more
thorough discussion on utilization of power plant
effluents will be found under Management Systems.
Another problem that prevents the exchange of
data on research being conducted at the Turkey Point
p l a .i t is the utilization of this data by graduate
students in their research. Therefore, it is doubt-
ful that this work will be available until the stud • ts
and the school decide to publish this rn a t e r i a L, Al-
though I have attempted to c o rn rn u n i c a t e with many
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of the scientists working on the pompano, my
attempts to obtain any information were futile
since they had no intention of releasing any of
their data until after publication.
Another theory, that has been proposed by
the scientists at the Alabama Marine Resources
De par t men ton D au phi n Ls I and, is to uti 1 i z e
warm, deep water wells. (Tatum, 1972) They
proposed using heated water from deep water
wells to maintain a year round temperature
suitable to the pompano with a minimum of
approximately 75 0F. Although there have been
no research attempts recorded that have utilized
this resource, nor have attempts been made to
locate or utilize these resources in Florida been
recorded. Therefore, this can be catagorized as
a true "blue sky" project.
One of the most unusual, if not comical
attempts, proposed by the researchers on Dauphin
Island was to use multispecies culture to a l:ie v i a t e
problems created by fouling organisms inhibiting
the flow through cage cultures. In attempting to
determine the adaptability of mullet for cage
culture, they noticed that the mullet completely
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controlled the fouling organisms when held at low
feeding rates (3 to 5%) in 0.5 inch mesh cages.
Since the cages containing pompano had to be
changed every 2 to 3 weeks tlue to fouling of the
mesh, they proposed to combine the two fish (
Pompano and Mullet) in the cages and feed the
mullet at 3-5% of their body weight in trout chow
and feed the pompano at 10% of their body weight
in tr out chow.
In reviewing the data presented with the
paper, the mullet fed 10% by weight isolated in
cage culture put on weight slower than the mullet
combined with the pompano. No attempt was made
by the author to explain this phenomena, nor did
he mention w h ec h e r the project was successful.
(Swingle, 1971)
One of the local farmers, engaged in raising
trout as a h o b b y , stated that a more rational
approach would be to place the mullet in the pond,
continue their feeding regimen at 3-5%, and have
them keep the pompano cages cleaned from the
outside. (Whitford, 1972)
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One of the most promising proposals in
pompano mariculture was to utilize multispecies
culture. Finucane (1970) stated that " ••• R 3.ising
other fish, mollusks, or crustaceans together
with pompano, would help the fish farmer util-
ize the entire water column and insure harvest-
ing on a year round basis. In our pond the
s t rip e d mull e t ( Mug i 1 c e ph ali s ), the s pot ted sea-
trout (Cynoscion nebulosus), the American
oyster (Crassostrea virginica), the blue crab
( Call i n e c t us sap i d us), and the sou the r n quo. hog
(Mercenaria merceneria) grew to commercial
size together with pompano. II
Pompano mariculture has a very high
potential due to its current high marketability
and its market potential. However, a more
realistic time approach must be considered in
assessing the many problems to be solved be-
fore c o m m e r c i a l production of pompano can be
obtained. A brief review of the trouble areas
in their main order of importance are as
follows:
1. Development of economical ly feasible spawning and
hatchery program so juveniles are available when needed.
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2. An economic food that will support growth in all stages
of growth in the pompano with low mortality.
3. The ability to control water temperature to minimize
deaths and maximize growth.
4. Capability to determine causes and alleviate fish diseases
and elimination of parasites.
5. Capacity to obtain a hardier, faster growing, disease-
free stocks after controlled spawning has been perfected.
(Finicuane, 1970)
A' new approach must be undertaken by firms
engaged in mariculture, especially pompano, in-
stead of the historical approach of using one biologist
and a limited budget. (Moe, 1968) "0ften the- decision
t 0 u 1'- d e r t a k e a qua c u 1 t u r ale n t e r p r i s e sis a chi eve d
after too little consideration of the many severly
limiting factors, and clear and present risks that
confront such ventures. (Webber, 1971)
One must combine the efforts of many specialists
to become successful in pompano rn a r Lc u l t u r e ,
Utilization of: marine biologists specializing in
spawning techniques; food and nutrition; diseases,
and predation; engineers to design ponds and/or
pools with capacity to control temperature, oxygen
content, and water quality; management to control
costs and maintain production within the limits of
demand; lawyers to furnish legal advice on problems
encountered in land aquistion and company liabilities;
food technologist to aid in the proper harvesting and
processing of foods; and marketing experts to
not only predict the demand for the pompano but
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attempt to expand it. Mariculture no longer
involves a series of simple inexpensive experi-
ments on a p art time sc ale to become success-
ful, but requires a large specialized team effort
to solve the multitudes of problems confronted
in aquatic animal management. Without this type
of approach, mariculture will be known as the
"rich man's game" or the investors "tax loss".
APPENDD( A
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EXHIBIT A
AQUACULTURE LAW: State of Florida
CHAPTER 69-46
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 526
AN' ACT r¢lating to submerged lands; amending chapter 253, Florida Statutes,
by~adding sections 253.67, 253.68, 253.69, 253.70, 253.71, 253.72,
253:73, 253.74, and 253.75; authorizing the Trustees of the Internal
Improvement Fund to lease submerged lands and the water above to per-
sons desiring to engage in aquaculture activities; prescribing pro-
cedures; prescribing the essential features of lease contracts; pro-
viding penalties; authorizing the trustees to adopt rules and regula-
tions; requiring the trustees to request recommendations from the
Board of Conservation or Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission prior to
granting a lease; authorizing the Board of Conservation and Game and
Fresh Water Fish Commission to designate areas of state-owned submerged
land for which they recommend reservation for uses that are possibly
inconsistent with aquaculture activities; directing the Board of
Conservation and Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission to supervise
and report on the operations of lessees; providing an effective date.
Be it Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Chapter 253, Florida Statutes, is amended by ?dding sec-
tions 253.67,253.68,253:69, :'53.70, 253.71, 253.72, 253.73, 253.74, and
253.75 to read:
253.67 Definitions.--As used in this act:
(1) "Aquacu l tur e!' means the cultivation of animal and plant life in a
water environment.
(2) "Water co1umn" means the vertical 'extent of water, including the
surface thereof, above a designated area of submerged bottom land.
(3) "Board" means the State Board of Conservation.
(4) "Trustees" means the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund.
253.68 Authority to lease submerged land and water co1umn.--To the
extent that it is not ~ontrary to the public interest, and subject to
limitations contained in this act, the trustees may lease submerged lands
to which they have title for the conduct of aquaculture activities and grant
exc1usive'use of the bottom and the water column to the extent required by
such activities. Such leases may authorize use of the submerged land
and water column for either commercial or experimental purposes. Provided
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however that no lease shall be granted by the trustees when there is filed
with them a resolution of objection adopted by a majority of the county
commission ot a county within vJhOSe boundaries It the same were extended to
the extent of the interest of the state the proposed leased area would lie.
Said resolution shall be fi led with the trustees within 30 days of the date
of the first publication of notice as reguired by section 253.70, Florida
Statutes.
Prior to the granting of any such leases the Trustees shall establish
and publish a list of guidelines to be followed when considering applica-
tions for lease. Such guidel ines shall be designed to protect the"public·s
interest in submerged lands and the publicly owned water column.
253.69 Application to lease submerged land and water co1umn.--Any
applicant desiring to lease a portion of the submerged lands of this state
for the purpose of conducting aquaculture activities shall file with the
trustees a written application in such ~orm as they may prescribe, sett 1ng
forth the following information:
(1)
( 2)
submerged
(a)
The name and address of the s(plicant.
A reasonably concise description of the location and amount of
land desired and either:
Attaching a map or plat of a survey of such lands; or
(b) Enclosing a sum sufficient to defray the cost of such a survey
as estimated by the board.
(3) A description of the aquaculture activities to be conducted,
including a specification whether such activities are to be experimental
or commercial and an assessment of the current capability of the applicant
to carryon such activities.
(4) Such other information as the trustees may' by regu1ati"on require.
253.70 Public notice and hearings.--
(1) Upon receiving an application under this act that satisfactorily
sets forth the information required by section 253.69, Florida Statutes,
the trustees shall give notice of the application by publication in a
newspaper published in the county in which the submerged lands are located
not less than once a week for three (3) consecutive weeks and mail copies
of such notice by certified or registered mail to each riparian owner of
upland lying within one thousand (1,000) feet of the submerged land proposed
to be leased, addressed to such owner as his name and address appears on
the latest county tax assessment roll.
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(2) If no written objections are fi led within thirty (30) days after
the date of first publication of the notice and if'the trustees find that
the proposed lease is not incompatible with the public interest, the trus-
tees have authority to consummate the lease contract as hereinafter pro-
vided. However, fai lure to mai I the notice to the riparian upland owners
shall not invalidate such lease.
(3) If written objections are filed, the trustees or their designee
shall hear and consider the same at a public hearing which sh~ll be held
in the county from which the application was received . Timely notice of
such hearing shall be given by at (leaser) least one (1) publication in a
newspaper published in the county in which the submerged lands are located
and by certified or registered mail to each riparian owner of upland lying
within one thousand (1,000) feet of the submerged land proposed to be
leased, addressed to such owner as his name and address appears on the
latest county tax assessment roll.
253.71 The lease contract.--When the trustees have determined that
the proposed lease is not incompatible with the public interest and that
the applicant has demonstrated his capacity to perform the operations
upon which the application is based, they may proceed to consummate a
lease contract having the following features in addition to others deemed
desirable by the trustees:
(1) TERM.--The maximum initial terms shall be (twelve (12) years
for commercial leases and five (5) years for experimental leases.) ten
years. Leases shall be renewable for successive terms up to the same-
maximums upon agreement of the parties. However, before renewing the term
of any lease, the trustee shall invite objections by following the publica-
tion procedures of section 253.70, Florida Statutes.
(2) RENTAL FEES.--
(a) The lease contract shall specify such amount of rental per acre
of leased bottom as may be agreed to by the parties and shall t~ke the form
of: ~
1. Fixed rental to be paid throughout the term of the lease; or
2. A basic rental charge which will be supplemented by royalties
after the productivity of the aquaculture enterprise has been established.
(b) In setting the amount of the rental charge or royalties the trus-
tees shall consider such factors as the probable rates of productivity and
the marketability and value of the product of the enterprise.
(c) All leases shall stipulate for the payment of the annual rental
in advance on or before January 1. Failure of the lessee to pay such rent
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within thirty (30) days of such date shall constitute ground for cancella-
tion of the lease and forfeiture to the state of all works; improvements,
and animal and plant life in and upon the leased land and water column.
(d) . No taxes, assessments, or licenses other than those imposed
or authorized by this act shall be levied or imposed on said leases or
leased lands, but the annual rent or royalties exacted and paid shall be
held and considered all :t ha t can be exacted by the state or any of its in-
strJmental ities, including mun icipalities.)
(~ At periodic intervals, not less frequent than annually the
lessee shall file with the trustees a certified balance sheet and profit
and loss statement showing in detai 1 all expenses paid and all receipts
from its activities under the lease.)
(3) MAXIMUM AREA TO BE LEASED.--The trustees shall not lease a .1a r ge r
area of ~ubmergej land to any single lessee than has been demonstrat · 'd to
be within his capacity to utilize ef;-iciently and [consistently) consistent
with the public interest. However, the trustees may hold a reasonable
area of adjacent bottom land in reserve for the time when a holder of an
experimental lease will begin operation under a commercial lease. Success-
ful conduct of aquaculture activities on an experimental basis may be ac-
cepted as a demonstration of capacity to conduct such operations on a com-
mercial basis.
(4) PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS; BOND. Failure of the lessee to perform
substantially the aquaculture activities for which the lease was granted
shall constitute ground for cancellation of the lease and forfeiture to ·
the state of all the works, improvements, and animal and plant life in and
upon the leased land and water column. In addition, the trustees shall
require execution of a bond in an amount and with a surety satisfactory to
them and conditioned upon the active pursuit of the aquaculture activities
specified in the lease.
(5) DISPOSITION OF IMPROVEMENTS AT TERMINATION OF CONTRACT.--Each
contract entered into under this act shall stipulate the disp6sition of
improvements and assets upon the leased lands and waters, including animal
and plant life resulting from aquaculture activities.
(6) ASSIGNABILITY OF LEASES.--Leases granted under this act shall be
assignable in whole or in part with the approval of the trustees.
253.72 Marking of leased areas; restrictions on public use.-- ·
(1) The trustees shall require all lessees to stake off and mark
the areas under lea~e by appropriate ranges, monuments, stakes, buoys, and
fences, so placed as not to interfere unnecessarily with navigation and
other traditional uses of the surface. All lessees shall cause the area
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uQder lease and the names of the lessees to be shown by signs appropriately
p]aced pursuant to regulations of the trustees.
(2) Except to the extent necessary to permit · the effective develop-
ment of the species of animal or plant life being cultivated by the lessee,
the public shall be provided with means of reasonable ingress and egress .
to and from the leased area for traditional water activities such as boat-
in~ swimming, and fishing. All limitations upon the use by th~ public of
the areas under lease that are authorized by the terms of the lease shall
be clearly posted by the lessee pursuant to regulations by the trustees.
Any person wilfully violating posted restrictions shall be guilty of tres-
pass and shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than sixty (60)
days or by fine not exceeding fifty dollars ($50), or both.
253.73 Rules and regu1ations.--Subject to the requirements of chap-
ter 120, Florida Statutes, the trustees may adopt rules and regulations
neces~ary &nd appropriate to carry out the provisions of this act • .
253.74 (Penalty) Pena1ties.--
(1) Any person who conducts aquaculture activities in excess of those
authorized by lease agreement with the trustees or who conducts such ac-
tivities on state-owned submerged lands without having previously leased
the same shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to 'imprisonment for
not more than six (6) months or fine of not more than one thousand dol-
lars ($1,000), or both. In addition to such fine and/or imprisonment, all
works, improvements, animal and plant life involved in the project, may
be forfeited to the state.
(2) Any person who is found by the Board or the Air and Water Pollu-
tion Control Commission to have violated the provisions of chapter 403,
Florida Statutes, shall be subject to having his lease of state owned sub-
merged lands cancelled.
253.75 Studies and recommendations by the board and the Ga~e 'and
Fresh Water Fish Commission; designation of recommended traditional and
other use zones; supervision of aquaculture operations.--
(1) Prior to the granting of any lease under this act, the trustees
shall request a recommendation by the board, when the application relates
to tidal bottoms, and by the Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission, when
the application relates to bottom land covered by fresh water. Such recom-
mendations shall be based on such factors as an assessment of the probable
effect of the proposed leasing arrangement on the lawful rights of riparian
owners, navigation, commercial and sport fishing, and the conservation of
fish or other wildlife or other natural resources, including beaches and
shores.
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(2) The
both have the
water column
board and the Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission shall
following responsibilities with respect to submerged land
falling within their respective jurisdictions:
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and
(a) To undertake» or cause to be undertaken» the studies and surveys
necessary to support their respective recommendations to the trustees;
(b) To institute procedures for supervising the 'aquacul t ure ac-
tivities of lessees holding under this act and reporting thereon from time
to time to the trustees; and
!
(c) To designate in advance areas of submerged land and water column
owned by the state for which they recommend reservation for uses that may
possibly be inconsistent with the conduct of aquaculture activities. Such
uses shall include» but not be limited to» recreational» commercial and
sport fishing and other traditional uses» exploration for petroleum and
other minerels» and scientific instrumentation. The existence of suc~
de~ignated areas shall be considered by the trustees in granting lea~~s
under this act.
Section 2. This act shall take effect immediately upon becomin~ a
law.
Approved by the Governor June 4» 1969.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 4» 1969.
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EXHIBIT B
AQUACULTURE LEASE GUIDELINES: Slate of Florida
1. The proposed use of the leased lands shall have no appreciable
detrimental effect on any existing industry.
2. The proposed use of the leased lands shall have no permanent effect
on the wildl ife or ecology of the leased lands, and surrounding areas.
I 3. The wildlife and ecology of the leased lands must be able to be
naturally restored within one year of the termination of the lease.
i
4. No lease shall be made without an opportunity provided for competi-
tive bidding among prospective lessees, similar to the bidding outlined
fn Ch. 253.54, F. S., (concerning oil and gas leases).
5. Tie Department of Natural Resources sh::111 make a survey of each
site as required by Sec. 253.75, F.S., that is the subject of an applica-
tion to lease. Based upon the survey data, an estimate will b~ made of
the quantity of marine resourceS that will be forfeited by the general
public to the private lessee. In those cases where the surveys indicate . ' )
that the resources that would be denied to the publ ic by exclusive lease
are substantial enough to require restitution, the Board may require the
lessee to perform rehabilitation, stocking or other remedial projects as
would tend to improve the marine productivity diminished for the general
public by the lease concerned.
6. The findings and conclusions of such survey shall be permanently
filed as public information with the State of Florida Board of Trustees
of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund.
7. Only that amount of the bay bottoms in any County will be leased
which shall be considered reasonable and fair as determined by the Board.
8. The maximum initial terms shall be ten (10) years with l~ases
renewable for successive ten (10) year periods upon agreement of the
parties.
9. A basic rental charge which will be supplemented by royalties after
the productivity of the aquaculture enterprise has been established.
The lessee shall maintain adequate accounting records of their opera-
tions. Annual statements of financial position and net income shall be
prepared by the lessee and audited by a certified public accountant.
After the initial year of operations, a review of the lessee's
financial statements shall be made by the lessor.
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Fol lowing each year of operation under the,lease, the lessee shall
forward to the lessor a statement of gross receipts audited by a certified
publ ic accountant.
10. All leases shall be subject to cancellation by the Board in the
event the cultivation of animal and plant life within the leased area or
areas ceases to be actively pursued.
11. All leases to contain a clause holding the Board and the State
harmless.
12. Written approval from the up l and riparian owner or owners must
be filed with the Board prior to issuance of proposed lease.
13. Leased area or areas wi 11 be marked and identified a~ follows:
Along the shoreline bou.rdar l es of each leased
area, the lessee sha1 I p1ace'at least one (1)
sign every 1,000 feet, and additionally at
every location on the shoreline where the pub-
lic is afforded access to the sovereignty waters
unde r 1ease.
,
Where the leased area is enclosed by a net, fence or other type of
enclosure, the lessee shall place along said enclosure at least one sign
every 1,000 feet. When the enclosure is less than 1,000 feet in length,
a sign shall be located at each end of said enclosure and at the midway
point between the ends.
At least one opening shall be provided for by the lessee to allow
ingress and egress by the public to and from each leased area for water
activities, such as boating, swimming and fishing. Said opening or
openings shall be appropriately marked and identified.
All signs required above are to be a minimum of 4 feet 'high and 6 feet
long, of a durable material, and erected in such a manner above. the average
high water level to be clearly visible to the general public~
Each sign shall be conspicuously lettered as follows:
RES T RIC TED
Aquaculture Area
Leased to (lessee)
By
State of Florida Board of Trustees of
the Internal Improvement Trust Fund
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and each sign shall also be lettered to reflect any restriction on public
use authorized by the Board of Trustees of the Internal Impro~ement Trust
Fund.
Each fease area shall also be marked in accordance with U. S. Coast
Guard and U. S. Army Corps of Engineers regulation concerning structures
in navigable waters.
!
August - 26, 1969
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